Title of the Internship: Mechanical loading and immune cells recruitment in arthritis

Laboratory (name, n°, website):
SAINBIOSE (Health, Engineering, Biology – St Etienne) INSERM U1059, https://sainbiose-lab.fr/

Research team (name, website):
Team LBTO, https://sainbiose-lab.fr/research-2/lbto_team/

Supervisor to contact (name, email address):
Professor Hubert MAROTTE, hubert.marotte@chu-st-etienne.fr

Project description including a short introduction, aim/objectives and methods/approach to be used

Rheumatoid arthritis is a major musculoskeletal disorder, with limb/peripheral deformities, pain, and poor quality of life for hundreds of thousands in Europe. A lifelong disease, there is no cure for arthritis.

We have found that infiltration and activation of immune cells in the joints is concomitant to pathological alterations in articular and periarticular cells such as fibroblast-like synoviocytes and osteoblasts. Understanding the interplay between those cells is paramount to unravel new pathological mechanisms and block them to alleviate arthritis. We propose to explore the effects of two therapeutics in arthritis. The first strategy is to block the mechanical stimulation of articular cells, and the second one is to prevent pathological communication between articular cells and immune cells.

The candidate will characterize the distinct benefits of each strategy, as well as combined, in terms of joint integrity and cardiovascular outcomes. The internship includes biochemistry (bioassays), molecular biology (qPCR), and histology (of the joint).

References:


Skills required:

Interest in osteoarticular disease and new molecular pathways for therapeutics. Lab work basics and prior knowledge in some of the above-mentioned techniques.